Planning Checklist
Your 2020 Checklist… Should Never Go Out of Style
The secret to 2020 planning—or any annual planning—is to look beyond what’s in
front of you and leverage strategies that meet goals in the short term—without
sacrificing the long term.
Here are 10 suggestions that will help create a sustainable
communications program regardless of the year:
Own it. Ask yourself, “Who owns our communications strategy?” Then
think about how that affects every piece of communication that hits your
key audiences. There has never been a more critical time to establish
ownership of your communications strategy.
Be original. You don’t become the authority by telling people you’re the
authority. You do it through education, validation and repetition, in the
form of original content. But not just for your customers and prospects.
Google needs to understand this—and reflect this—as your company
grows and evolves.
They said what? It’s good to compete with yourself. It’s not so good
to ignore the rest of the competition. Especially when they might be
better at owning your space than you. Do the research to see how
they are represented in search-for terms and solutions where you
are trying to be the leader.
Know your audience. Part of becoming the thought leader in your
space is knowing what your audience expects from you, how they
prefer to receive it and how they plan to find it. Otherwise, no one is
consuming all of that original content you created.

Know your most important audience. Who’s your most important
audience? The answer is—and always will be—employees. Internal
communication is critical to your company’s culture and employee engagement. Consider that content shared by employees has 8x
the engagement of content shared by brands.

There’s data. And then there’s structured data. Do you want position 0?
It’s more important than ever now that Google is trying to keep you on the
SERPs to answer those questions (keeping visitors from going to your site).
Adding structured data to your website, to ensure the right information is
returned to the right audience, is more critical than ever.

Programmatic. Media buying has changed. Again. Today you can
buy it all in one place. But that doesn’t change how important it is to
understand the value of all forms – display, video, audio, TV – and where
each fits with today’s consumer habits. Especially when you consider
large shifts in AI and data usage, with the upcoming CCPA.
Gone in three seconds. If you were bored, you’d stop reading right
about… now. Which is why humans and bots won’t waste time waiting
for your site to load. Keeping someone’s attention is hard enough;
don’t let inadequate technology be the reason people leave your page.

Martech matters. Will this website thing catch on? What about
Salesforce? Don’t be slow to embrace new technologies that will improve
your marketing strategies and internal processes. (Understanding the
ones that don’t work is as important as understanding the ones that do.)

“The way it’s always been done,” isn’t a strategy. One of the best
parts about communication is that people will always need it… and
it will always be changing. Don’t fall in love with the way it’s been
done. Especially when people won’t always be doing it that way.

